This document reports the main activities in the Spanish Section. It is divided in departments that corresponds to the operative management structure of this section.

PRESIDENCE

- Application of rebates, and Budget coordination between chapters, councils and affinity groups.
- Section representation in Startup-OLÉ (a conference related with entrepreneurship).
- Promotion of one member to EPPC WG (in new IA group)
- Joining of Councils (Sensors and Systems Councils)
- Meeting with IEEE Educational activities (27 Mayo – Jennifer Fong) to promote IEEE courses in Spain.
- Planning of consortiums (with Universities and other professional organizations).

TREASURE

- Difficult to execute budget. We will plan a very active 2022.

SOCIAL NETWORKS

- Section web maintenance.
- Twitter (increase of 4% in followers).
- Facebook (increase of 16% in followers).
- Linked-in (only 44 followers, need to improve).
- YouTube channel (should be more dynamic).
- Instagram y Flickr do not exist.
- Improve presence of WiE.

MEMBERSHIP

- Achievement of Silver Medal.
- 3.032 members (decrease of 1.27%).
- Low percentage of student and graduate members.

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP

- The 7th International Advanced Research Workshop on transformers (ARWtr2022). October 24-26, 2022 Baiona, Spain, https://arwtr2022.webs.uvigo.es/

AWARDS
- Institution: UNED (University)
- Best chapter: PES Spanish Chapter.
- Recognition to members (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 years).

INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS
- Workshop with CEA (Comité Español de Automática) about IA (24 February 2021)
- Attendance to Startup Olé (6-10 September 2021)
- Meeting with Spanish Maintenance Association

STUDENTS
- SWYP online 2021.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES and YP
- SWYP Online Vigo – 24 al 28 Mars
- Startup Olé – September - Entrepeneurs@IEEE
- Afterwork – 22 October, sinergies between students and YP.
- Collaboration with YP Globecom Madrid 7-11 Dicember 2021
- Collaboration with HuAC - Humanitarian Activities Committee
- Sensors Council YP. Master SenseMaking Hackaton: Blue Sky Challenge and COVID image detection

HISTORY
- Start of Milestone proposal from REMO Project.

LIFE MEMBERS
- Program “Oral Histories”

CHAPTERS
- Two meetings of coordination and training
- Reporting and improvement meeting